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Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Computer Organization - Second Exam 

Fall Semester 2014 

Name: 
Instructions: 

• You have 60 minutes, budget your time carefully! 

• Turn OFF your mobile phone. 

Date: 16/12/2014 
Time allowed: 60 minutes 
ID: 

• To make sure you receive credit, please write clearly and show your work 

Question Maximmn 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Total 

Question 1: [30; 2 each] (Multiple choice) 

1. CPU checks for an interrupt signal during 
({AJ)Starting of last Machine cycle 
lB) During execution cycle 
(C) Operand Fetch cycle 
(D) Instruction fetch cycle 

2. In 8086 the Overflow flag is set when 
~ The sum is more than 16 bits 

30 
10 
20 
30 

-
100 

Mark Course 
Outcome 

®) Signed numbers go out of their range after an arithmetic opera lion 
(C) Carry and sign flags are set 
(D) During subtraction 

3. Which of the following is an illegal instruction 
Jb2 MOV AX, [2000] (B) MOV CS, DX 
(!9 MOV CS, 10000 (D) MOV DI, CX 

4. Which of the following variables uses the most amount of memory: 
..0) X DB 127,128 (B) Y DB 20 dup(5 dup(127)) 

Q_SDZ DW 55 dup(O) (D) small DD 20 dup(20) 
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5. To invert 6Lh bit of Al register, we use: 
(A) AND AL, 40H @<oRAL, 40H 
(C) ORAL, 40H (D) OR AL,OBFH 

\ ~The effect of the following insh·uctions 
pus · 
add 

:POP 
sub bx , 2 
push bx 
pop 

(A eave it with its original value 
C) Clear it 1ble it 

7. To copy the hexadecimal number A to th>-llfi register we write 
(A) MOV OBH, AH ~ytviOV BI-t OAH 
(C) MOV BH, AH . (D) MOV BH, [AH] 

8. Given that AL contains the ASCII code of an uppercase letter, it can be converted to lowercase by 
(A) ADD AL, 32H )12.( SUB AL, 32H 
(C) ORAL, 11011111B (jg.J ADD AL, 20H 

9. The maximum segment size of an 8086 p~ssor is 
(A) 2MB CiBr64KB 
(C) 64GB (D) 1MB 

10. One of the following instruction is illegal: 
~10V AL,[DX+l] (B) MOV [CX-1], SI 

U9fiVIOV [BX], 255 (D) ADD AX,[1000] 

11. Which register will be affected by the in;tn\ction imul BX 
~DS (_(])'AX 

(f;l,DX (D) BX 

12 . . model tinny means: 
(A) One segment for code, one segment for data and one segment for stack 
~One segment for code, two segments for data, no stack 

{];)One segment for code, data and stack 
(D)None of the above 

13. To declare (define) a matrix of 10 rows and 6 columns (10X6) of bytes we use: 
(A) Matrix DB 10, 6 ~\1atrix DB 10 clup(6) 
(C) Matrix DW 10 dup( 6 clup(?)) lill)fo'Iatrix DB 60 

14. The BP register is typically used for accessing 
~strings (B) Extra segment 
~tack (D) data segment 
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15. Consider the byte a~ address 13DDE within a 64K segment defined by segment address lODE. What 
is its offset? 
~20E1 
'(9_}2FFE 

Question 2: [20 marks, 4 each] 

Assume (all values are in hex): 

(B) 2FFF 
(D) 20EF 

AX=OOOO BX=OOF3 CX=0003 OX=OOOO 51=0050 01=0000 

CS=2000 55=4000 05=5000 ES=2000 SP=3000 BP=01C1 

IP=OlOO 

9 10 

8 c 

i) What is the physical address ·Of the next instruction to be executed? 

11 12 
·g c· 
cr 
c: 

L$~ -IDh +· ~p :::::; ? Do on ~0\oo::::: '26 \~ol-\ 

·' 

ii) What is the physical address of the top of stack? 

55-*IDh-t- <Sop 
~o o o.o --\-· '?ooo -::. 'Ys o o~::> ({ 

iii) What is the highest possible physical address of data segment? 

vi) What Is the physical address of the first operand ofthe following instruction? 

MOV [BX+l221H], AL 

13 14 I ~ I (}) c 

D> ::\<. 1<> \-. + )6:><. -\-:1'2.<...1 \-1 = Soooc.t o of:s + \L<.\ " '5"/:? llt 1-\ 

v) What is the physical address ofthe source operand in the following instruction? 

MOV DL, [BP+SI-2] 

\J\cooO 
') 
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Question 3: "[20 marks; 4pts each] 

a) Show how the ALand Flags are affected by 

MOV DL, OCCH 
MOV AL, OBBH 
ADD AL,DL 

AL= CF= OF= 0 ZF= 0 

b) What will be the value in ALand the following flags after executing the following instructions? Give the 
answer in both hexadecimal and binary. 

mov a!, 09Ah 
mov bl, .073h 
sub al, bl ; 

AL= (_ __ _2-3 ____ ),H , CF = \ AF= \ PF= ( 

c) What will be the value in-AX after executing the following instructions? Give the answer in hexadecimal: 

.data 
VPJR DVV 1122h, 3344h, 5566h, 7788h,99A-Ah 
.code 
MOV BX, OFFSET VAR 
MOV SI, 4 
MOVAX, [BX+SI-1] 

AX= '-----·_6___6__sL_-s+-------___/H 

Address 

C:,·2000 

02006 

Memory 

22H 

llH 

44H 

33H 

66H 
!------ ·-

SSH 

88H 

77H 

AAH 

99H 

cl) What will be the value in AX after executing the fo llowing instructions? Give the answer in hexadecimal: 
.data 
Table DB lFH, 2EH, 3DH, 4CH, 5BH, 6AH, A7H, B8H, 9CH 

.code 
MOV SJ, 5 
LEA BX, Table[SI] 
MOV AL, 2 
xlatb · 
MOVSXAX, AL 

AX= ---=+-f--1-~_l]--Pr'g- H 
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e) Write assembly instruction/s for enabling interrupt flag (lF)? (Hint: If is the 9th bit in FLAGS register). 

fUSh~ 
/Do~ A '7--
lJ D '(' S'Tl 
qfZ AX/ D~uo H -
PVlS~Ax. 

. fbpf 
·Question 4:[30 marks] 

a) Write a procedure to count number of Zero's in register AX? [15pts] 

p\((> <:... ~..5_.CoL;;7vtf V'U.av--
. f i.Ai'vt c...x. 

M~v ~L~ o 
'V'.ovcx_,t6' 

NeD<t: ~ R o L AX ;J ' 

..L\DC..J]LJO y 1SL=-EL-to-\:Cf' 

Lobp Y)€x_\-
N\ cv R\-\, 16 
~b~·l-t:J~ 

pup C)( 

'fe~ 

~c;)f> ~5-- Cuc.. .. "VI-

b) Write a procedure to reverse 1 0 bytes of an array addressed by register DX? [ 15pts] 

Good Luck 
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